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Arkansas
By Howard Smith and William C. Morlok
Add to the American colloquialisms “spaghetti westerns” and “flying spaghetti monsters” a new term: “spaghetti diagram!” That best
describes the graphic representation of the complex financing used to build the Enterprise Center, a multi-tenant lab facility at the
Arkansas Research and Technology Park (ARTP) in Fayetteville.
The $15 million, 65,000-square-foot facility, which broke ground this summer, will have office, wet and dry lab space, and be LEEDcertified when completed in early 2010. In the midst of a recession and locked-up capital market, how did the project happen?
ARTP Developers One, LLC, and the University of Arkansas Technology Development Foundation – which was formed to grow and
manage the ARTP – financed the building using commercial bank loans, New Markets Tax Credits (NMTC), and state and federal
grants in order to control rent. The NMTC program allocates tax credits for investments made in distressed rural and metro areas, and
requires that those investments be sustained for a period of seven years. Due to the complexity of the rules and the time value of
money over the seven-year compliance period, a $12 million tax credit allocation was required to result in a $2 million benefit to the
project!
The green boxes in the spaghetti diagram represent the legal entities that must be created for the transaction. Each must comply with
the regulations governing the program and document its role in the distressed community during the compliance period.
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The equity derived from the tax credit must be “paired” with either additional equity or debt so that the sum of (a) the equity received
from selling the tax credits and (b) the pairing of additional debt or equity equals (c) the total allocation amount. The $2 million benefit
resulted when a tax credit investor bought tax credits for approximately $3.8 million – the net amount of the $12 million allocation – so
we had to pair that investment with debt or equity of approximately $8.2 million ($12 million allocation less the $3.8 million investment
equals $8.2 million).
The tax rules that define the pairing require that if a separate lender loans those funds to the ultimate borrower, that lender cannot
foreclose on that loan during the seven years. The result would be a “redemption” of the investment and a recapture of the tax credits.
As you would guess, the current capital market environment makes it very difficult for a lender to get comfortable with this restriction,
because it falls outside normal banking underwriting guidelines. Closing the Enterprise Center transaction in May, during the height of
the chilled capital market, was very difficult and expensive.
The Enterprise Center lies within a distressed area, making it eligible for the NMTC program, and any business locating within the
Enterprise Center or any building in the Arkansas Research and Technology Park is also eligible for a NMTC funding. However,
creating the transaction structure is both time-intensive and very expensive. Attorneys’, consulting and accounting closing costs and
fees can reach higher than $300,000 for a single transaction. As a result, because of the inefficiencies inherent in creating the structure,
a minimum transaction is considered to be $7 million.
The formula to translate a $7 million allocation into actual equity is: $7 million x 39% (tax credits over 7 years) x .67 (discount rate for
time value of $ monetized at closing) = $1,829,100 (gross equity paid by the tax credit investor). After fees and closing costs are paid
and compliance costs for the seven-year compliance term are reserved, this $1.8 million is probably reduced to around $1 million to the
ultimate beneficiary. And remember, the recipient would have to pair the $1.8 million with approximately $5.2 million (federal funding
from almost any source is fine, although there are a couple of exceptions) in equity and/or debt.
If creating the spaghetti diagram didn’t kill some brain cells, it certainly caused some hair loss. But it also helped to hold down the rent,
and allowed the development of a higher-value building that will be a key part of the University of Arkansas’ and ARTP’s knowledgebased economic development strategy.

Interested in learning more about tax incentives? IEDC’s Dec. 2 web seminar, Using Federal Tax Incentives to Finance Projects, will
address the subject in depth. Register today.
Howard Smith is a principal of SmithNMTC Associates, LLC, a firm that facilitates real estate development and tax-credit-funded
transactions throughout the country (hsmith@smithnmtc.com; 314-680-7858). William C. Morlok is a managing member of Idea
Partnerships, a firm that conducts real estate development in partnership with universities and government agencies. wcmorlok@ideapartnerships.com; 215-564-4002).

For those who are interested in some of the more challenging issues, the developer also used a fee-sharing arrangement with
the nonprofit foundation that manages the technology park to mitigate the cancellation of debt (COD) tax consequences that
would otherwise occur at the winding up of the New Markets structure, seven years from the origination.
In the structure, the leverage lender (see New Markets structure diagram) is itself funded by loans from the foundation as a
vehicle for grants received from the state. This, apart from the structure, is a necessary device to defer the tax consequences of
grant income to the for-profit developer in the year of receipt. If there is ever a time to defer that tax, it is within the critical
development window.
For every $1 of proceeds that the foundation receives in its proceed-sharing arrangement with the developer (a net cash flow and
net sale/refinance arrangement), the loan to the leverage lender is purchased in an identical amount from the foundation by the
developer. This offset will work to mitigate some (but not all) of the COD event that occurs at the end of the compliance period
because of the New Markets structure. However, it will also mitigate some (but not all) of the ordinary income tax treatment of the
original state grants. At the conclusion of the New Markets compliance period, the developer loan may also be offset against the
foundation loan to the developer for its developer fee.

